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Advanced Air Mobility (AAM)
§ An air transportation system that moves people and 

cargo between places previously not served or 
underserved by aviation – local, regional, 
intraregional, urban – using revolutionary new aircraft 
that are only just now becoming possible.

§ AAM includes NASA’s work on Urban Air Mobility 
(UAM) and will provide substantial benefit to U.S. 
industry and the public; Air Taxi is a notion in UAM 
when people are transported.

§ Many advanced air mobility (in particular, urban air 
mobility) operations need to be affordable to masses.

§ The economics of AAM operation may require 
autonomous operations.
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Urban Air Mobility (UAM)
§ UAM envisions a safe and efficient aviation transportation system 

that will use highly automated aircraft to transport passengers or 
cargoes within urban and suburban areas. 

§ Potential Applications
• Air Cargo (delivery of goods)
• Air Taxi (passenger transport ) – our focus
• Emergency Services

§ Challenges
1. Supporting structure systems
2. Integration with current air transportation and air traffic control 

system
3. Integration of the UAM with current ground transportation 

system
4. Cost, benefit, risk assessment framework
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Air Taxi
§ Small and Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing 

(eVTOL) aircraft that are expected to transport 
on-demand users in metropolitan cities, with an 
average capacity of four
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Benefits
§ extends the application of the on-demand door-to-

door transportation to on-demand skyport-to-skyport 
transportation

§ offers rapid and reliable transportation service within 
cities and between suburbs and cities 

§ offers a more convenient, affordable, and 
environment-friendly option for the users 



Air Taxi
(Some) Research Problems
§ Modeling of the complex multimodal transportation systems 

including air taxis 
§ Real-time / Near-real-time and optimal assignment of the air 

taxis
§ Path planning for air taxis
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Status

§ NASA and FAA Initiatives
§ Military engagement
§ Major airlines acquired air taxi companies
§ Aircraft/eVTOL design



Proposed Research Framework
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Resilient Control
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Multimodal Transportation Network 
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ATRP Statement
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§ Objective: how to efficiently and effectively provide 
on-demand, shared air taxi service to users

§ Formulation: optimize the use of available air taxis 
and minimize the number of empty seats during 
flights, while also providing a convenient and 
affordable mode of transportation for the users.

§ Stakeholders: users, air taxi vehicle manufacturers, 
and ridesharing request platforms/companies

§ Scenarios: The users request origin-destination pairs 
with desired departure and arrival times. They are 
willing to share air taxis with other users to reduce 
costs but also value convenience and travel time.



Challenges
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§ The main challenge is to develop models and algorithms for systems 
that can assign the users to the air taxis with compatible routes and 
schedules to minimize the users’ travel time and cost. This problem 
involves multiple considerations, such as air taxi scheduling, 
passenger matching, path planning, and pricing strategies. 

§ It also requires addressing various technical, logistical, regulatory, 
and economic challenges, such as managing demand variability, 
ensuring safety and reliability, optimizing operational costs, and 
complying with regulatory requirements. 

§ Overall, solving ATRP requires a multidisciplinary approach (aviation, 
transportation, data science, operations research, and economics, 
etc.).
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Mixed Integer Bilinear Programming (MIBLP) Model
Assumptions 
§ The planning horizon is long enough for the problem 

to be solvable (feasible) 
§ Each air taxi always has full battery so it can take off 

at any time from any skyport
§ The electric energy consumption of air taxi take-off 

and landing is approximately the same
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§ Objective (minimize)
1) the waiting time of the users
2) the operation cost of the air taxis
3) the number of unserved ridesharing requests



Notations
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Notations
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MIBLP Model

Decision Variables
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MIBLP Model

Objective Function 
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MIBLP Model

Constraints
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MIBLP Model

Constraints
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MIBLP Model

Transform bilinear-constraints by using the big M method
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Results of the Gurobi Optimizer 

Verification
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§ Inputs: 2 air taxis (V1 and V2), 2 users (P1 and P2), 2 ride-
sharing requests (R1 and R2), and 6 skyports (S1,..., S6) 

§ Parameters: 𝑡! = 0, 𝑇"#$ = 11, 𝐶% = 2,𝑀 = 5𝑒5, 𝛽 = 2𝑒5
§ 4 Scenarios

1. V2 is assigned to pick up P1 and P2 (optimal case).

2. V1 is assigned to pick up P1 and P2 .

3. V1 is assigned to pick up P1 and V2 is assigned to pick up P2. 

4. V1 is assigned to pick up P2 and V2 is assigned to pick up P1.

User Take-off Skyport Landing Skyport 𝑡&! 𝑡'! 𝑡"!

P1 S1 S2 1 6 11

P2 S6 S2 1 3 12

Table 3: Received ride-sharing requests 



Results of the Gurobi Optimizer 

Verification
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Scenario # Value of Objective Function J
1 28
2 39
3 32
4 39

Table 4: Objective values of the four scenarios 



Timeline
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Figure 3: Timeline of scenario 1



Results of the Gurobi Optimizer 

Example Scenario 
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§ Inputs: 3 air taxis (V1, V2, and V3), 4 users (P1,..., P4), 4 ride-
sharing requests (R1,..., R4), and 6 skyports (S1,..., S6)

§ Parameters: 𝑡! = 0, 𝑇"#$ = 15, 𝐶% = 2,𝑀 = 5𝑒9, 𝛽 = 2𝑒5

User Take-off 
Skyport

Landing 
Skyport

𝑡&! 𝑡'! 𝑡"!

P1 S1 S2 1 6 11
P2 S3 S5 3 8 12
P3 S4 S3 2 4 8
P4 S5 S2 1 3 5

Table 1: Received ride-sharing requests 



Results of the Gurobi Optimizer 

Example Scenario 
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Air Taxi Users
V1 P4
V2 P1
V3 P2, P3

Table 2: Optimal assignments of the air taxis

Figure 1: Optimal paths of the air taxis 
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Timeline
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Figure 2: Timeline of the example scenario



Results of the Gurobi Optimizer 

Model Robustness
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§ 𝛽 and 𝑀 need to be tuned to obtain feasible and optimal results.
§ For each scenario, the pairing results and the optimal paths of 

the air taxis will not change if we change 𝛽 and 𝑀. However, 
different 𝛽 and 𝑀 will lead to different simulation time. 

§ If 𝛽 is too small, the air taxi may not be assigned
to any user. If 𝑀 is too big, the simulation time will increase. 

§ In general, 𝑀 is less than 𝛽 (i.e., 𝑀 ≈ (
)

), and 𝛽 is much larger 
than the maximum value of the objective function (i.e., 𝛽 ≫
𝐽"#$).



Results

§ Simulation Time: 4hr
§ 1 minute time intervals
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Computation Efficiency
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Table 5: Results of instances under relaxed time window

MIBLP w/ BOMIBLP w/o BO

CPU Time (s)Cost ($)CPU Time (s)Cost ($)Name

13136.463251AT2P_R1_1
23111.082261AT2P_R1_2
13271.342281AT2P_R1_3

6.3944651.005432AT4P_R1_1
13.1542820.277412AT4P_R1_2
2.1143240.517632AT4P_R1_3

36.37820273.788574AT6P_R1_1
54.392853.507454AT6P_R1_2

192.5482154.177474AT6P_R1_3
115.924559551.2861328AT15P_R1_1

81.57394726.7078408AT15P_R1_2
503.865716366.1542328AT15P_R1_3
390.618086204.05857015AT30P_R1_1
118.188777513.161000915AT30P_R1_2
141.469479277.76815315AT30P_R1_3
226.369444>7200inf50AT100P_R1_1
128.7213083>7200inf50AT100P_R1_2
143.758319>7200inf50AT100P_R1_3
201.6518764>7200inf200AT500P_R1_1
215.416547>7200inf200AT500P_R1_2

265.8320178>7200inf200AT500P_R1_3
135.346437>72003341Average



Computation Efficiency
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Table 6: Results of instances under tight time window

MIBLP w/ BOMIBLP w/o BO

CPU Time (s)Cost ($)CPU Time (s)Cost ($)Name

0.8133159.443151AT2P_R2_1
1.44220.443291AT2P_R2_2

2.243173.93151AT2P_R2_3
6.39446108.578472AT4P_R2_1
4.12438193.717412AT4P_R2_2
2.11432237.078462AT4P_R2_3

34.5882916.1610654AT6P_R2_1
18.6573632.4410414AT6P_R2_2

180.24139533.3210445AT7P_R2_3
263.19442230.8327528AT15P_R2_1
306.61519101.0541768AT15P_R2_2

457.15173261.3239328AT15P_R2_3
152.336611418.85602415AT30P_R2_1
31.1786011722.84768015AT30P_R2_2
34.567832745924915AT30P_R2_3
62.1811757>7200x50AT100P_R2_1
29.0714450>7200x50AT100P_R2_2

119.6114831>7200x50AT100P_R2_3
135.5416786>7200x200AT500P_R2_1
174.4115673>7200x200AT500P_R2_2
154.618934>7200x200AT500P_R2_3

103.386119>72002090Average



Improved Solving Approach

Batch Optimization

§ Simulation Time: 4hr
§ Choose ∆𝑇 = 10min, # of batches = 24
§ ∆𝑇 could be determined based on average CPU time. 
§ ∆𝑇 could also be determined based on arc capacities 

update frequencies.
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Computation Efficiency
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Table 5: Results of instances under relaxed time window

MIBLP w/ BOMIBLP w/o BO

CPU Time (s)Cost ($)CPU Time (s)Cost ($)Name

13136.463251AT2P_R1_1
23111.082261AT2P_R1_2
13271.342281AT2P_R1_3

6.3944651.005432AT4P_R1_1
13.1542820.277412AT4P_R1_2
2.1143240.517632AT4P_R1_3

36.37820273.788574AT6P_R1_1
54.392853.507454AT6P_R1_2

192.5482154.177474AT6P_R1_3
115.924559551.2861328AT15P_R1_1

81.57394726.7078408AT15P_R1_2
503.865716366.1542328AT15P_R1_3
390.618086204.05857015AT30P_R1_1
118.188777513.161000915AT30P_R1_2
141.469479277.76815315AT30P_R1_3
226.369444>7200inf50AT100P_R1_1
128.7213083>7200inf50AT100P_R1_2
143.758319>7200inf50AT100P_R1_3
201.6518764>7200inf200AT500P_R1_1
215.416547>7200inf200AT500P_R1_2

265.8320178>7200inf200AT500P_R1_3
135.346437>72003341Average



Computation Efficiency
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Table 6: Results of instances under tight time window

MIBLP w/ BOMIBLP w/o BO

CPU Time (s)Cost ($)CPU Time (s)Cost ($)Name

0.8133159.443151AT2P_R2_1
1.44220.443291AT2P_R2_2

2.243173.93151AT2P_R2_3
6.39446108.578472AT4P_R2_1
4.12438193.717412AT4P_R2_2
2.11432237.078462AT4P_R2_3

34.5882916.1610654AT6P_R2_1
18.6573632.4410414AT6P_R2_2

180.24139533.3210445AT7P_R2_3
263.19442230.8327528AT15P_R2_1
306.61519101.0541768AT15P_R2_2

457.15173261.3239328AT15P_R2_3
152.336611418.85602415AT30P_R2_1
31.1786011722.84768015AT30P_R2_2
34.567832745924915AT30P_R2_3
62.1811757>7200x50AT100P_R2_1
29.0714450>7200x50AT100P_R2_2

119.6114831>7200x50AT100P_R2_3
135.5416786>7200x200AT500P_R2_1
174.4115673>7200x200AT500P_R2_2
154.618934>7200x200AT500P_R2_3

103.386119>72002090Average



Future Work
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§ Consider the flight dynamics of the air taxis
§ Travel time uncertainties à Stochastic program/Chance 

program
§ Consider the real-time ground and air traffic conditions
§ Experiments using PURT

• Flight dynamics

• Travel time estimation/distribution

• Take-off and landing parameters (time, energy cost)

• Wind/turbulence affect on path planning



PURT (Purdue UAS Research and Test Facility)
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